Ten Fat Sausages - Picture Song Board

10 4  

fat sausages

8 2  

sizzle in a pan

6 1  

pop and bang! another

Instructions: Point to the pictures of 'key words' at the same time as singing the song. Have fun!
Ten Fat Sausages - Key Signs with Song Lyrics

* Use natural gesture

**Ten**

* Use natural gesture

**Fat sausages sizzling in a pan**

**And if one went POP and another went BANG**

* Use natural gesture

**8 fat sausages sizzling in a pan**

There’s be (continue until there are no sausage left)

* Refer to Key Signs Sheet for recommended natural gesture
Ten Fat Sausages - Key Signs

For numbers 1 - 10
Use Natural gesture, by holding up appropriate number of fingers

SAUSAGE -
Place extended index fingertips and thumbtips of both hands together, open and close fingers and thumbs twice, while moving hands apart.

SIZZLE -
Cup hand, fingers spread, palm up in front of body, wiggie fingers. May use both hands

POP -
Hold dominant hand at mid chest height with tips of fingers resting on thumb tip. Move formation upwards quickly, opening hand and spreading fingers.

ANOTHER -
Extend non-dominant index and middle fingers, palm facing body. Stroke non-dominant middle finger, upwards with extended index finger of dominant hand, twice.

BANG -
Make fists with both hands. Place dominant wrist on non-dominant wrist at chest height. Move formation apart with emphasis.

NONE/NO
Shake dominant fist sideways in front of body.